Here is info on our Friday Quiz . . . looks like a lot, but much of it is common sense and/or you already know. I'd suggest that you free write whatever thoughts come to you as you are reading each of these. Pretend it is YOU that needs to use/go through them . . . using common sense, what/why/how would you use these? You probably know more than you think!

**RIVERS**  
label 3 of the 5  
benefits / advantages  
disadvantages  
(Nile Delta, cataracts)

**MOUNTAINS**  
Hindu kush, Himalaya  
Subcontinent, passages (good and bad)

**DESERTS**  
Sahara, Arabian  
Advantages  
Disadvantages

**WATER**  
Label all  
Monsoons – in general, what they are

**GENERAL**  
Why settle in river valleys  
Why is it helpful to know the features around you  
Trade routes